Project Name

- TEEN READ WEEK – The Beat Goes On at Wendell High School (WHS) – READ
- Author – Dillon Benson, Taylor Peterson & Tylor Hall
- Add Rock & Roll music
- Script for the Flip Camera shot
- Flip camera Taylor Peterson & Mario Borrayo
- Titles of YRCA Nominees
The Beat Goes On at Wendell High School – Read!

We are participating in the Teen Read Week Program

We plan to decorate our library with the “Rock and Roll” theme

My Name is Taylor Peterson and I am a WHS Reading Club member

We are highlighting “Hall of Fame” books and we are letting students vote on-line for their favorite books for 2011

This Year our Reading Club purchased a karaoke machine to use all year for our club events

English Classes will use the machine when we have our Teen Poetry Zone – Poetry Beat Generation contest

Winners will perform during a school assembly and at our “Musical Event” on Oct. 19th.

The Beat Goes On at Wendell High School – Read!
"The Beat Goes On at WHS - Read!"
Books have the power to lift a person out of their shoes and place them in someone else’s.
Reading helps us experience new lives and places we have never dreamed of.
Teen Read Week

October 17-23, 2010

Follow the Beat and Read at Your Local Library!